
The Occultism of Chemistry .

I . Chemistry the child .of ancient alchemy .
A.Alchemy not the crude thinking of early man

1 . De&1t with a different problem from modern chemistry .
2 . Primarily concerned with the transmutation of gross

elements in -the nature of man .
3 . However, since discovery of radium idea of transmutation

of physical eleients has become recognized .
a . Discuss breaking down of atoms thru loss of electrons ;

Uranium, radium to Pb also ultimately to [i .

II . The four elements primarily connected with Life H,O,N,C,
A . 97% of body made up of these el emnts .
B . Coreespondences of these elenn nts . '
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III. Upper atmosphere mouth of earth, lower stomach. ~`_

A. Those in lower atmosphere breath refuse, and are doomed-,"'to
die .
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B . Higher atmosphere free from• carbon, and also . has pure 9
psychosphere .
1 . Hence natural physical habitat of the Yogi is in nlontains .

C . By securing right allotropized form of 0 can make substitucfte
for Elixer of Life. s

IV. Illustration of Being and Not-Being in H and 0 on one hand and
H 0 on the other .

0• and'H die as gasses to be, born as water, which may be more
real state .

B . This illustuates how Non-Being of Pralaya is a state of more
intense Being .

C . One must lose-his life to find it . To be born in the new one
must die to the old . Universal laiv of compensation .


